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NOAA IFEX GOALS/OBJECTIVES

INT R O D U CT I O N

W

ith the destructive force demonstrated by Tropical Cyclones
and Hurricanes, hurricane forecasting remains a priority
for scientists striving to predict the paths and intensities of these
storms.
Observations from Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) have the
potential to enhance the basic understanding of dangerous and
difficult to observe regions of the Tropical Cyclone (TC). The data
these vehicles obtain can improve situational awareness and future
operational forecasts of Tropical Cyclone intensity changes.

Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) provide instrument
platforms that are able to operate in airspaces that are
otherwise too difficult or hazardous for manned aircraft.
In addition, small UAS are typically more economical to
construct, operate, and maintain than manned systems
or larger UAS.
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BAC KG R OUND
A GROWING CONCERN

In his research paper titled, Increasing Destructiveness of
Tropical Cyclones Over the Past 30 Years¹, Kerry Emanuel defines
an index of the potential destructiveness of hurricanes based
on the total dissipation of power, integrated over the lifetime
of the cyclone. Using this new measure of hurricane power,
Emanuel shows that the destructive potential of tropical
cyclones has nearly doubled over the past 30 years and is
highly correlated with tropical sea-surface temperature.
Storms are on average lasting longer and developing greater
intensity than they did in the mid-1970s. Such a dramatic
increase is matter for concern: future global warming would
almost certainly increase sea-surface temperatures and
hence the destructive potential of tropical cyclones. With
populations in coastal areas also on the increase, more people
would be at risk than ever before.
¹ (Nature. 436. 686-8. 10.1038/nature03906)
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In their effort to protect property and save lives, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) relies on their ability to effectively leverage technology that provides
researchers with improved and enhanced weather forecasting data. With the destructive force
demonstrated by Tropical Cyclones and Hurricanes, hurricane forecasting remains a priority for
scientists striving to predict the paths and intensities of these storms.
Observations from Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) have the potential to enhance the basic
understanding of dangerous and difficult to observe regions of the Tropical Cyclone (TC). The
data these vehicles obtain can improve situational awareness and future operational forecasts of
Tropical Cyclone intensity changes.
To continue improving Tropical Cyclone intensity forecasts, an increased use of targeted in situ
measurements has been proposed. This is best achieved with Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS),
but generally the number of flights per storm have been limited to single digit numbers. Increasing
the number of flights per storm affords the ability to greatly increase the temporal and spatial
sampling, allowing for improved models and forecasts. The largest single barrier to realizing this
objective is the total cost of the aircraft. Overcoming this obstacle requires a purpose-built system
that doesn’t have to meet other objectives such as those required by Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) missions, like re-purposed Department of Defense (DoD) aircraft such as the
Raytheon Coyote and AAI Aerosonde UAS (shown below).

Raytheon Coyote

AAI Aerosonde
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NOAA INTENSITY FORECASTING
EXPERIMENT (IFEX) GOAL:
T EST N E W (O R I M P ROV ED) TECHN O LO G I ES
WI T H T H E POT EN TI AL TO FI LL G A P S,
B OT H S PAT I A L LY AN D TEMP O RALLY,
I N T H E E X I ST I N G SUI TE O F AI RBO R N E
M E ASU R E M E N T S I N MATURE HURRI CA N ES.
T H ESE M E ASU R EMEN TS I N CLUDE I MP ROV ED
T H R E E-D I M E N SI O N AL R EP RESEN TATI O N
O F T H E H U R R I CAN E W I N D FI ELD, MO RE
S PAT I A L LY D E N SE THER MO DY N A MI C
SA M P L I N G O F T HE BO UN DARY LAY ER, AN D
M O R E ACC U RAT E MEASUR EMEN TS O F O CEA N
S U R FAC E WI N D S.
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2020 NOAA HURRICANE FIELD PROGRAM MODULES

01

02

03

Eyewall Module:

Inflow Module:

Center Fix/Eye-Eyewall Module:

Provide UAS High Density

Provide UAS HDOBs in near

Provide UAS HDOBs and center

Observations Bulletins (HDOBs) at

real time to NHC. Post storm:

fix estimates in near real time to

multiple altitudes and azimuths to

compare UAS TC boundary layer

NHC. Post storm: compare UAS

National Hurricane Center (NHC)

thermodynamic and kinematic radial

TC boundary layer thermodynamic,

in near real time. Post storm:

structure (including SST) with model

kinematic and SST structure within

comparing UAS atmospheric and

output to improve TC boundary

the eye and eye/eyewall interface

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) high

layer parameterizations and ocean

with mode output to improve TC

wind observations with operational

response in HWRF and HAFS.

boundary layer parameterizations

analysis and forecast fields from

and ocean response in HWRF and

Hurricane Weather Research and

HAFS.

Forecasting (HWRF) and Hurricane
Analysis and Forecasting System
(HAFS).
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2018
In 2018, NOAA awarded Black Swift Technologies
(BST) a contract to develop a low-cost, air-deployed
(from a P3 drop tube) UAS to sample kinematics and
thermodynamics of the lower part of the boundary
layer in in difficult atmospheric conditions that are
commonly encountered in convective storms.
Requiring the platform to be air-deployed places significant constraints to
the design of the UAS, generally leading to increased complexity, reduced
endurance, and higher cost. BST mitigated this by limiting the overall platform
weight, allowing for a simple design based around a single swiveling wing,
reducing the number of moving parts and keeping the manufacturing simple.
The weight reduction was achieved through a purpose-built design, focused
mainly on the avionics and payload.
BST’s unique toolset, which includes their own certified autopilot, ground
station, as well as a full thermodynamic and kinematic sensing suite allows for
the consolidation of the subsystems into a compact design. This also allows
the reduction of overall cost by avoiding the need to integrate third-party
autopilots or air data probes while maintaining the ability to quickly integrate
new sensors, designs, control algorithms, or flight patterns.
A Purpose-Built Aircraft
BST was committed to reducing the complexity and weight compared with
existing platforms, offering an order of magnitude decrease in cost while
maintaining endurance without sacrificing performance and measurement
quality. The result of their efforts is an aircraft named the Black Swift SØ
(S-Zero) UAS.
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Air-Deployed UAS for TC Studies
The SØ was designed to gather 3-dimensional (3D) wind measurements along with
Pressure, Temperature and Humidity (PTH) measurements, sea surface temperature
(through the use of a laser altimeter and thermal IR sensor), and vehicle height from
the water at lower altitudes with 3D wind data gathered through a custom-built fivehole wind probe. Its simplified design is intended to keep the cost of the aircraft to a
minimum, ensuring that multiple vehicles can be deployed for each storm.
The design of the SØ UAS is centered
around the unique adaptation of a
mission-tested technology contained in
the RD-41 dropsonde. By mimicking the
operations of radio dropsondes already
used by NOAA in these environments,
BST will reduce the workload of the
operators while keeping with the
Agency’s current overall Concept of
Operations (CONOPS).
Key to the effectiveness of this strategy
is BST’s ability to use AVAPS™ (Airborne
Vertical Atmospheric Profiling System) for
long-range backhaul of the science data,
guaranteeing transmission at the current
operational ranges for the dropsondes.
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COST E FFECTI V E
A I R -DE PLOY E D UAS

The choice to make use of the AVAPS system
meant the SØ has to be fully capable of
automatic storm-relative navigation.
Removing operator control after release streamlines operations and it
has the added benefit of simplifying the simultaneous use of multiple
aircraft. Yet this significantly complicates ensuring targeted sampling
in the correct location. To address this issue, the team combined their
avionics simulation environment with high-fidelity simulated hurricane
data courtesy of George Bryan, and AVAPS interface expertise
Figure 1a: A zoomed-in section of the data
showing the UAS flight path in red

provided by Terry Hock, both at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) in Boulder, CO. This allowed for the construction of
a navigation algorithm, which through repeated testing demonstrated
automatic sampling at the correct location in three hours of simulated
storm data employing only local measurements available to the SØ for
guidance. This use of intelligent and autonomous sampling enables the
aircraft to make its own navigation decisions based on the atmospheric
sensor data (Figure 1a/1b).

Figure 1b: A full storm view
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NOAA’S UAS REQUIREMENTS
• GTOW < 2.5 lbs.
• Wingspan 2.5 ft.
• 1-2 hour cruise endurance
• Air-deployed from tube
• Routine flights in hurricane conditions
Up to 160 mph winds with precipitation

The Black Swift SØ was
engineered from inception
for flight in extreme
conditions, including hurricane
deployments. Its compact, yet
rugged aerial platform makes
it perfect for determining
the thermodynamics of the
atmosphere.
Intended to be launched from a
P3 drop tube, the SØ features a
pivotable wing design for simple,
reliable deployments in extreme
environments.

The 2020 NOAA/AOML/HRD Hurricane Field Program Goals:
1) Collect PTH and wind observations within the high wind eyewall and boundary layer inflow regions of mature
hurricanes.
2) Provide real-time wind data to improve operational situation awareness (RMW/VMax).
3) Improve basic understanding of a sparsely-sampled, yet critically important region of the storm where turbulent
exchanges of heat, moisture, and momentum with the ocean and eye-eyewall interfaces regularly occur.
4) Use this data to evaluate operational model performance as it relates to boundary layer thermodynamic and kinematic
structure and SST ocean response.
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SWIFTCORE AVIONICS
END-TO-END AVIONICS LETTING YOU CONTROL,
COMMUNICATE AND COMMAND YOUR UAS
FOR FULLY AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT

SwiftPilot™

SwiftTab™

SwiftStation™

SwiftPilot is an advanced highperformance autopilot system designed
specifically for Unmanned Aerial System
(UAS). Enables fully autonomous flight
from launch to landing.

With its intuitive user-focused interface,
SwiftTab enables flight planning that
is both simple and easy to accomplish.
Operators can program their BST UAS
in minutes to calculate the area under
review and then begin collecting data for
immediate analysis and decision-making.

SwiftStation is a tripod-mounted,
intuitive ground station that is both
highly portable and customizable to
support application-specific sensor
integrations.

•

One of the smallest and most powerful
autopilots commercially available

•

Multiple dedicated CPUs with FPU for
autonomous UAS functionality

•

Modularized CAN-bus hardware
architecture, enabling virtually an
unlimited number of connectivity options
for peripherals/payloads (UART, I2C, SPI,
CAN, Ethernet, USB, GPIO, etc.
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•

Incorporates both a 900MHz and a GPS
antenna

•

Runs on a handheld Android™ Tablet as
well as Android-based smart phones

•

Expandable functionality via custom
modules

•

Flight plans can be modified and
uploaded mid-flight

•

Multiple radio options available based on
customer’s specific requirements

•

Easily import maps and other georeferenced data points

•

Gesture-based controls enable users
to confidently deploy their UAS with
minimal training

A B OU T B LACK SW I FT
T EC HNOLOG I ES
SINCE 2011
Black Swift Technologies (BST) is based in Boulder, CO and has been in operation since 2011. BST is
unique is than all UAS sold by BST are built upon it’s own SwiftCore™ flight management system (FMS)
that includes the autopilot, ground station, user interface, and support electronics. Unlike many competing
systems that rely on open-source and low-quality avionics, BST is able to guarantee quality, robustness,
and supply of the most critical components of our systems. The SwiftCore FMS was designed by BST
from the ground up. This affords control of the critical parts of our products, including the design of all
electronics for both the avionics and ground systems, software, mechanical assembly, and the detailed QC
process for all outgoing systems. Furthermore, BST uniquely couples avionics expertise with consulting
services, and has delivered products and engineering services to many government entities including
NASA, NOAA, various universities along with commercial sales to end-users and aircraft integrators.

JACK ELSTON

MACIEJ STACHURA

CEO

CTO

Dr. Elston received his Ph.D. from the
University of Colorado Boulder based on work
that developed a complex meshed network,

Dr. Stachura received his M.S. and Ph.D.,
both in aerospace engineering, from the
University of Colorado Boulder. During his

unmanned aircraft system, and control
algorithms for in situ sampling of tornadic
supercell thunderstorms. Dr. Elston is also
the technical lead on all avionics work at BST
including the creation of the highly capable
autopilot system that anchors the SwiftCore
Flight Management System.

time at CU, Dr. Stachura was involved in over
300 fight experiments ranging from multiaircraft cooperative flight experiments to the
VORTEX2 field campaign, which involved the
first-ever intercept of a tornadic supercell
thunderstorm.
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